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Abstract
A bicycle mirror device is provided for rear viewing of traffic when a bicycle rider is in different riding positions. The bicycle mirror device includes a mounting bracket, attached to a bicycle helmet or eye glasses, and mirrors pivotally mounted to the mounting arms. The mounting arms may be attached to the helmet or eye glasses through an extension arm connected to the helmet or eye glasses through a quick-connect system. A method for using the bicycle mirror device includes mounting the mirror device on a helmet or eye glasses, rotating a first mirror to view a first rear-view angle for a cyclist in a low riding position, rotating a second mirror to view a second rear-view angle for the cyclist in an upright riding position, and viewing a plurality of rear view angles without readjusting the first or second mirror.
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BICYCLE MIRROR

FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a device and method for bicycle safety. More specifically, the disclosure relates to a device and method of use for a bicycle rear view mirror.

BACKGROUND

Bicycling is a relatively inexpensive way to enjoy the great outdoors and reduce one’s carbon footprint, all while benefiting one’s health. Unfortunately, cyclists must often share the road with much larger, faster moving vehicles. As there are more and more vehicles on the road and the additional increasing problem of distracted driving, cyclists face the danger of not seeing vehicles coming from behind.

Bicycle fatalities in the U.S. reached 857 deaths in 2018. It is known that one of the most important safety aspects for a cyclist is knowing what is coming up behind them and bicycle mirrors can help achieve that. Unfortunately, despite the wide array of bicycle mirrors on the market, they all have weaknesses. Specifically, they typically fail when it comes to allowing the rider to view rear approaching vehicles when the cyclist moves to a low aerodynamic position, to a more upright position—unless the rider readjusts the mirror. Possible positions on the bike range from the lowest aerodynamic position in the saddle, to a fully standing position out of the saddle. Changing from those positions would require a rider using a traditional bike mirror to make dangerous adjustments to the mirror while riding or, worse, have them make dangerous movements of their head to try to get a glimpse of what is behind them. It is dangerous to try and adjust a bicycle mirror while the bicycle is in motion.

Unfortunately, there exists a myriad of potential dangers to both the recreational and more athletic cyclist, such as intoxicated or distracted vehicle drivers and road obstacles, etc. From a defensive perspective, cyclists need to concentrate to ride in a predictable manner and avoid loss of balance or steering the bike into a hazard. Trying to adjust a bicycle mirror while riding, as required with traditional mirrors, negatively affects a cyclist’s ability to concentrate, making the cyclist vulnerable to potential dangers. In order to maintain safety while riding a bicycle, the rider needs to have both hands on their bicycle and their eyes positioned in a forward direction to watch for oncoming traffic, road damage or obstacles in front of them. Additionally, awareness for rear approaching vehicles is also of paramount importance.

Without any type of bicycle mirror, the rider can remain oblivious to rear approaching vehicles and thus be not prepared to take evasive action to avoid a possible accident. That said, it is not feasible to frequently turn one’s head to view rear approaching vehicles, as the rider’s negatively affected balance and resultant steering could also cause an accident. However, it is also very dangerous to adjust a traditional bicycle mirror while in the process of riding, as this requires removing one hand from the bicycle handlebars and extra focus to make the mirror adjustment. As a result, many cyclists simply avoid using traditional bicycle mirrors altogether or worse, those who attempt mirror adjustments of existing bicycle mirrors while riding, are much more likely to be involved in an accident.

SUMMARY

In the present disclosure, a device and method of use for a bicycle rear-view mirror is provided that alleviates the need to make mirror adjustments when a cyclist changes their body position while riding.

Thus by one broad aspect of the present invention, a bicycle mirror device is provided, the device including a first and second mounting arm, each mounting arm attached to a helmet or eye glasses, and a first and second mirror, each mirror pivotally mounted to the corresponding first and second mounting arms, for providing a plurality of rear-view angles.
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By a further aspect of the present invention, a method is provided for presenting a plurality of viewing angles to the rear of a cyclist, the method including mounting a mirror device on a helmet or eye glasses, the mirror device comprising a first and second mirror each rotatably attached to a corresponding first and second mounting arm, rotating the first mirror to view a first rear-view angle for the cyclist in a low riding position, rotating the second mirror to view a second rear-view angle for the cyclist in an upright riding position, and viewing a plurality of rear-view angles without readjusting the first or second mirror.

A further understanding of the functional and advantageous aspects of the invention can be realized by reference to the following detailed description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments disclosed herein will be more fully understood from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, which form a part of this application, and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a side perspective view of different body angle positions of a cyclist illustrating an embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 2 illustrates a side and exploded view of an embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 3 illustrates a perspective bottom view of an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description and drawings are illustrative of the disclosure and are not to be construed as limiting the disclosure. Numerous specific details are described to provide a thorough understanding of various embodiments of the present disclosure. However, in certain instances, well-known or conventional details are not described in order to provide a concise discussion of embodiments of the present disclosure.

Although the invention has been described with a preferred embodiment, it should be noted that the inventor can make various modifications, additions and alterations to the invention without departing from the original scope as described in the present disclosure.

While the applicant's teachings described herein are in conjunction with various embodiments for illustrative purposes, it is not intended that the applicant's teachings be limited to such embodiments. On the contrary, the applicant's teachings described and illustrated herein encompass various alternatives, modifications, and equivalents, without departing from the embodiments, the general scope of which is defined in the appended claims. Except to the extent necessary or inherent in the processes themselves, no particular order to steps or stages of methods or processes described in this disclosure is intended or implied. In many cases the order of process steps may be varied without changing the purpose, effect, or import of the methods described.

The present invention is an improvement on the prior art, as the present invention not only allows the rider to view rear oncoming objects from multiple rider positions on the bike without having to make mirror adjustments, but can also be quickly and securely attached or removed from an existing protective helmet without potentially damaging the helmet or needing to reapply any further adhesives, which is only applied once to the mounting base in the case of the proposed invention.
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Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of a rider 1, 2 on a standard two-wheel bicycle 3 with the rider being in a low aerodynamic profile 1 and utilizing the top mirror 4 to view rear approaching vehicles in the visual range 6. With a rider in the high standing profile 2 and utilizing the bottom mirror 5, the rider is able to view rear approaching vehicles 8 in the visual range 7.

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a perspective view of a rider's helmet 11 of the embodiment provided in FIG. 1. A male adaptor side helmet mounting bracket 13 may be attached with a commercial grade double sided adhesive tape 12. The mounting bracket 13 contains the outer gear section 14 for mating to outer extension arm rotational gear bracket section 17, inner ring cavity 16 surrounds center mounting section 15. Outer extension arm bracket 17 snaps onto male side helmet mounting bracket 13 by squeezing plastic ring portion 18 which has a natural tendency to return to its original shape once the rider releases squeeze pressure. The bracket section 17 can be rotated through a range of 45 degrees when connected onto male side helmet mounting bracket 13. The bracket section 17, using an interlocking gear tooth arrangement, provides the rider with virtually no outward movement or vibration of the attached plurality of mirrors 4, 5, thus providing a more stable rear viewing compared to standard bicycle mirror configurations. Additionally, this novel adaptation allows the rider 1, 2 to quickly change the vertical angle aspect of the mirror extension arm 19 which can be beneficial to riders of different heights. This also provides the ability to quickly detach the mirror assembly as so to avoid potential damage to the mirror assembly when the helmet 11 is not being worn by the rider.

The helmet mounting bracket 13 is mounted in a near parallel position on the side of the helmet 1. As some helmet designs might not provide a sufficiently flat mounting surface, it may be required to utilize a wedge 29 secured using double sided tape and placed between the helmet mounting bracket 13 and against the helmet 11 to bring the helmet mounting bracket 13 into its proper position. Additionally, with helmets having numerous venting holes, it may be advantageous to also utilize the helmet mounting bracket's 13 built in eye lets 14A, which can accommodate tie wrap straps to help ensure secure mounting to the helmet 11.

Extension arm 19 is threaded, allowing it to provide adjustable length within the entire bracket assembly 28 and is tightened into place by locking screw 20. Distal end of extension arm 19 contains the mirror assembly arm 26 for the upper mirror reflective surface 23A and, the mirror assembly arm 27 for the lower mirror reflective surface 23B which are affixed to extension arm 19 with screw 21. Ball joints 22A and 22B allow rotational movement of each mirror body 25A and 25B. Screws 24A and 24B tighten their respective mirror body 25A and 25B into place once the rider has found the best viewing positions. The opposite side of each mirror body 25A and 25B contains a light reflective surface that will allow oncoming vehicle drivers to better see the bicycle rider.

Referring now to FIG. 3, there is shown a perspective view of the outer extension arm rotational gear bracket section 17 of the opposite side to FIG. 2. Specifically, 31 represents the opposite side with the plastic squeegee ring 32 moving inwards as external pressure 37 is gently applied typically with the rider's thumb and forefinger against the opposing sides of the squeegee ring. Once positioned, the rider will release said squeegee pressure 37, thus setting the bracket 28 in place on the helmet 11. The mating gear section 33 mates against the gear teeth 14. The internal
bracket guide 34 moves within the inner ring cavity of 16. The extension arm 19 and locking screw 20 are also shown, in reverse view as provided in FIG. 2.

The two adjustable mirror bodies 25A, 25B are mounted on the mirror assembly arms 26, 27 and are specifically adjusted in angle and length for the rider. The assembly arms 26, 27 are further attached via, for example, a ratchet connection to extension arm 19 thus providing an additional rotational adjustment. The multiple angle, length and rotational adjustments together permit the rider to set the mirror bodies 25A, 25B in a configuration to view rear traffic in a variety of positions while on the bike, thus avoiding dangerous adjustment of mirrors while riding. For example, sitting in an upright seated position or even fully standing in the pedals as when climbing a hill, the rider would view rear approaching vehicles in mirror surface 23B mounted on mounting arm 27, while when seated in a low aerodynamic position using traditional bull horn handlebars or aero bars, the rider would view rear approaching vehicles in mirror surface 23A mounted on mounting arm 26. It is important to note that using traditional bike mirrors, the aforementioned viewing ranges are not possible to achieve unless the rider attempts to make adjustments to the mirror while riding, which is a very dangerous thing to do while riding.

The helmet mirror assembly 28 is designed to simply snap in place onto a previously secured mounting base 13, allowing for quick removal of the mirror assembly and thus preventing accidental damage when not in use. Once in place, the helmet mirror assembly 28 is secure on its mounting base on the helmet 11, such that there is negligible vibration carried through to the mirror assembly. This is in contrast with many commercially available bicycle mirrors that simply use a Velcro connection, which results in vibration issues at the mount and thus negatively affect a traditional mirror’s viewing surface.

The present invention has been shown and described in a preferred embodiment. It is recognized, however, that departures may be made within the scope of the invention and that obvious modifications will occur to a person skilled in the art. With respect to the above description, it is to be realized that the optimum dimensional relationships for the parts of the present invention, to include variations in size, materials, shape, form, function, and manner of operation, assembly and use, are deemed readily apparent and obvious to one skilled in the art, and all equivalent relationships to those illustrated in the drawings and described in the specifications are intended to be encompassed by the present invention.

Therefore, the foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the present invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the present invention to the exact construction and operation shown and described, and accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents result to falling within the scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A bicycle mirror device, the device comprising:
   first and second mounting arms adapted to be attached to a helmet or eye glasses through an extension arm and a quick-connect mounting mechanism;
   first and second mirrors, each mirror pivotally mounted to the corresponding first and second mounting arm, for providing a plurality of rear-view angles;
   wherein the quick-connect mounting mechanism comprises a mating gear section; and
   a mating teeth section for interacting with the mating gear section;
   the mating gear section and mating teeth section being rotatable with each other, thereby allowing the extension arm to rotate with respect to the helmet or eye glasses.

2. The device of claim 1, further wherein:
   the first and second mounting arms are rotatably attached to the extension arm.

3. The device of claim 1, wherein the first and second mirrors are convex, flat, or concave.

4. The device of claim 1, further wherein the quick-connect mounting mechanism prevents vibration of the extension arm, for maintaining a clear view in the first and second mirrors.

5. The device of claim 1, wherein:
   the first and second mirrors further comprise a position locking pin and a marking system, for marking a rider-preferred mirror positioning.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein the first and second mirrors comprise anti-glare, impact resistant glass and the mounting arms comprise high-impact resistant ABS plastic.

7. The device of claim 1, wherein the first and second mirrors comprise a reflective surface on the back of the first and second mirrors, for detection by oncoming traffic.

8. A method for presenting a plurality of rear-viewing angles to a cyclist, the method comprising:
   providing first and second mounting arms adapted to be attached to a helmet or eye glasses of the cyclist through an extension arm and a quick-connect mounting mechanism;
   providing first and second mirrors, each mirror pivotally mounted to the corresponding first and second mounting arm, for providing a plurality of rear-view angles;
   wherein the quick-connect mounting mechanism comprises:
   a mating gear section; and
   a mating teeth section for interacting with the mating gear section;
   the mating gear section and mating teeth section being rotatable with each other, thereby allowing the extension arm to rotate with respect to the helmet or eye glasses;
   adjusting the first mirror to view a first rear-view angle for the cyclist in a low riding position;
   adjusting the second mirror to view a second rear-view angle for the cyclist in an upright riding position;
   wherein a plurality of rear-view angles are presented without readjusting the first or second mirror.

* * * * *